
Shock And Surprises At Australia’s Most 
Controversial Museum MONA 

 
Sex, death, poop and more not-for-the-dinner-table subjects are the inspiration for art at one of 
Australia’s most controversial museums. 
 
To truly understand what MONA is all about, you might have to drop by. The museum in 
Hobart, Tasmania, is not your average history or art stop. Constantly evolving, you never know 
what you might find, as museum curators freely admit. Instead, they give a long list of quirky 
clues that ends with the story of the peacock who was banished from the museum for attacking 
blue cars.  
 
So what is the Museum of Old and New Art, MONA, all about? 
 
Founder David Walsh says he was inspired to build the tourist attraction so he could "bang above 
his weight." A comment that leads back to MONA's sex and death theme that states people are 
primarily motivated by the drive to have sex and dodge death.  
 
The intense, asthmatic art lover and professional gambler is known for being provocative, 
controversial and argumentative. If you are lucky enough to meet this outspoken atheist, your 
conversation is sure to be fascinatingly colorful. The museum is recognized by many as an 
extension of his loud and bold personality.  
 
You can expect to feel strong emotions that might include amusement, admiration, disgust, joy 
or confusion. Evoking extreme and deep reactions seems to be at the heart of the museum's 
existence. Most people come through the doors expecting some shock value while the odd 
traveler stumbles across the museum and leaves with more than they bargained for. Indeed the 
best vacations gift you with this kind of memorable experience that might be way out of your 
comfort zone or totally unexpected.  
 
Here's a little taste of past exhibitions. We couldn't want to give you any hint of future ones, as 
it's anybody's wildest guess.  
 

• Cloaca by Belgium artist Wim Delvoye was a smelly machine that needed to be feed 
daily and emitted poop 

• A wall of carefully sculptured vaginas by artist Greg Taylor 
• A dizzying yellow room full of black dots by Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama 

 
Critics are vocal about the museum, its art (including some of Walsh's personal collection) and 
all that it represents. Similar to blue cheese or kimchi, visitors either love it or hate it. Do you 
dare to find out what side you are on? While you might think you are open-minded and capable 
of appreciating art that is contemporary and thought-provoking, you might find yourself fleeing 
for the nearest exit. Or you might be inspired and impressed. For sure, your emotions will be 
triggered and conversations will flow for some time after a trip to MONA. 



 
 Regardless of how much outrage it might garner, MONA is considered a cultural asset to 
Australia, appearing on the Tasmanian Heritage Register. Walsh is famous in art circles and 
beyond locally and internationally and has boosted the tourism industry to impressive heights. 
Annual festivals at MONA, including Dark Mofo that includes a winter nude swim, send tourism 
numbers through the roof.  
 
The building itself, nestled into a rock, is another talking point and part of the memorable 
MONA experience. Getting inside involves quite the walk with thoughtful use of space and 
minimalism to clear the mind before you enter the contemporary-looking museum. Notable 
features of the architecture are a mirror wall at the entrance and several buildings that are joined 
by an underground tunnel. The work that went into the design and construction of the museum is 
massive and Walsh worked closely with renowned architects to achieve his ever-changing 
vision. It is a vision that is endless and expected to continue growing in all directions. Finally, 
inside staff hand visitors an iPad entitled "art wank" and containing info about each expressive 
exhibition.  
 
If you love MONA, you can stay the night in one of the luxury dens. We would personally fancy 
settling down in the Walter Den. Inspired by Walter Burley Griffin, who designed Australia's 
capital of Canberra, the MONA website says the accommodation includes "TVs all over the 
place including the bathroom" and a personal security screen "to avoid visitors you don't like."  
 
Contact us soon to arrange your vacation to Tasmania. There is a whole world of fantastic travel 
experiences waiting in the Australian state, including this not-to-be-missed museum that might 
make all other museums look dull after you recover from your MONA visit. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
  
 


